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FOOTBALL ROARS TO 6-0 START

MEWS
» HOMELESS HOMICIDE
A Los.Arigeles'homeless man later identified
as John Robert McGraham was burned alive '
fastThursdayeyenrngin'theneighloorhoocl'
.'Whe're tie sjaerit his tirrje;.accordirig totHelbs.-*
AhgelesTifrie's..McGraharn had lived irtthe .
' neighborhood for.more than two-decades
•.'Snd't'e'side'rtts^poke'higrily qf.him'cifte'r his' 'aeatftv^n;fnvestiga^iori is uhderway,'but > '=' --••.
pohce sifs'pectyoung men In i Honda CIVIC
whoWere/seen'dovJsCjngJthe-vfctim with'
the contents of a re'd'plastic gas; container,".according fjrjthje'TlmesfiTr-ticle.. -,J""'*'.-. - • . j

By Natalie Lozano
NEWS EDITOR

» CHRISTIAN PERSECUTION IN IRAQ
-'A dozen Christians'are reported! dead in the
city of Mosul, Iraq in what is being called a j
"wave of killings'Iby-theWashington Post. '. [
"Amohg^fteiaslialfiesintheriprtfierrjiIraqi.;,. ' j
city, we're a 1'S-year^old boy and a man in ' > \
a.vy.heelcharr™ both targeted for thejr* . ' \
Christiarj-jfaithj according to the article; As' \
roorethreafs continue to'pour into j h e '
j
'Christian community;fti'MosCiC more families" I
,Cohti6ue\,tgbail outofthe regionr.The'.most *. -!
recent attacks happened on Saturday when j
armedirii>e'nhlewupthi^e.uiwccupied". "\
Christian homes While no one was reported |
7njuVed,trSis^Gt-'broughtthe-fiumber.of .' " j
^nstiao'Tafniiies^eeihgtheregionupvtoVv f
around SOO, reports the Washington Post.

^price's'."
i&qfitry,' ••
rifyafd-.,'

ictories,
studi
jfciui

'oJL On S^tufday, the Flspnes^con
pBfo'ok; VhH^fStony Bn>jrjK"waSs

i^l^^iiW^^^^^^S^^^^ffi^^^^p
,4lyADdn.te\iMdr]tinez^f
: NEWS REPORTER' j |
fiMuj&over four mile|Wom|th^^^raty^ri#
jrv^rsityijcampus,' the^Falweir-AirpoJt. now
^po^ r rhe;.ne$^^
^^^^Schweitze^3©^^p7?jrqgt^^{^h^^
helicopter^Tr^MJ^p^^SnG^bMh^ma^
^?onir?feju"sh^
^^^aviatlbr^ph^bls^fcitrorFer instruction*'
^TO i >flj^^OT^gffd#fioth aiiplanes,- andhelicopters..'
Junior Tom \bnolsz^wski,;o'ne|;^ijustj'two'"'
Liberty stud^rftViri'li'rfe tbjfake ro&igr^wing'.
itheJicOTjter^W^
^•77 ahj] .the ^nly^tQdentjyet'Stbfha^^experr
lfenee|piIoting the' Strjjfteifeer^obji^jthjnks^
flight mstri^tiolrpor bpr!h'tyfies-ofoircraftfisJ
"something d i ^ ^ K ^ p j See HELICOPTER^'"

Halliings
By Kerah K e m m e W ^ .
•.LIFE! REPORTER

The S^clmli^^Sgtgr!. housed a
, packed crowd Saturday night with a
concert by. Christian artist Charlie
Hall and guest musician Nic Carver.
fe^l^^^^^^^comec*
College for
J l | l | | p n d (CFAW) visitors astwell
^s^cureentsff^ents and Brentwood
iAcnur|h members for an evening filled
with worshipful, rock-infused music.
, "Glad you guys came out tonight,"
Hall said as he addressed the crowd. "It
justmakesconcertsbetterwhenpeople

',

Students
following
national
^ o n o ^ i ^ g ^ ^ i l l not be surprised
^pjMj&j.-.that the bankruptcy of
major financial institutions is hiving
^j|$||e?dpwn effect on the college
Boar^^fflKe'tas-£iIi
rfFpfc|»xample, last spring, student
| e M e ^ ^ I ^ ^ P | ^ | l i m i n a t e d its
|^^ljgri\rate loan program affecting
more thari^f|^^K^^^;St : udents, , '
Financial Aid DirebSjl|pr. Robert

'mryei^fm^f^Wm'-:
are here, you know what I am saying?"
The set began with' songs that incited listeners to "Come just as? you
are," and ended on a similarly edifying note with ""You are free, you are
free, yes, the Son has set you free.
Hall stressed the mercy and grace
pf Christ between songs, speaking about how Christ "sees into us
and loves us" even though it is hard
to comprehend and receive. God is
there'for the "worst of the worst."
"I thought the songs were
great," visiting weekender Gabby Poissen said. "It just made

you want jfomi'f^M^^our hands."
Several hundredpebple were present and the response seemed positive.
"It was a lot offun," junior Ben Vestal said. "It was great worshiping with
everybody^^^ye the way he leads."
Hall, a Christian music artist from
Oklahoma City, has been performing around the States and overseas
since 1991. Hall is the author of
Liberty favorite 'Marvelous Light.'

See HALL, A6 REFLE<?TI©Mp-Jctiarlie' Hall performed
Saturdayfpigjjjfn Schilling Center.

^ ^ ^ ^ e g e ^ ^ f c i s ^ ^ i t s using
EdAmerica had theirilSlns delayed
because the institution wanted to stay
in business, which required federal
assistance. During thj^^^^eele|oF/5
'SjpJe1nbp|»S7afeh^via^tolBy Liberty^1
that they | ^ r e * n o longer lending
|^^^fposrrgradua]fe,tse.eto^^i&^^
^sMffi®|^Pf^^M'Pib$Etyv graduate
|s&d|bt^^j^
Sallie MSeV^neW-tl^mosoifamiliart
.mames&mssYucleh^Vle^^
'addres^d^shareK6Jde5S5?in^a^letteif'g
^nfiHeffii^fiat^^
^staB^^ieoq^mig^to an article^iirj|*H||p;
^.a^^rr^^SB.miiiilsM^Knalf ;^;, $
^^te^g^^^^LtK^'aj^^^^^.
^cbnfi*^^e^^^en;t>^^»it{s^tee^p;;
pain^^ra^eju^r^e-.p^^raDle^ge^,
^^rnnWr|^^eea^Sig^no'^fe*i^S
pii^^Men^&tgge^Rj^^a^^^i
^S^uden^reac|iqh^c^me^cpfionii'c fl
^fo^etc.c^t^gis^fc^Jtf^fnTO^:^^^^"
/pptimistieSS^Js
Brittani Campanella, a senibj|fer||fa
*K.?<iJ£notfw6rried$uffliFdoes not feel
fhe^ar^iMare either.
"(They) didn't seemkonej§r-ried about
^ifej^in>geheral, myjparerits pay for
"mei^I'^^afiy&ick^^amDtoeJla t
flaifl^SM
f^Sbmfelare'relying o f f h i e i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t s ^
.jrio'r-'loans^^^;
^^I|rorked at a camp this s u i r u ^ ^ ^
^^Ern^^^mresjbnes said. " I t ^ ^ ^ ^
with an intemship;^frMmVorking
ffpr*.the?rest5j^ig!
K^Cfmpanella, Jbhesi^nd| others are
Jnqjt^ino^^r^e^who have accepted
Jrnoj^^^f^^^riillion in subsidized
and unsubiidfeejifStafFord'- loans for
{the^PpJ|^ppsdhA)^^r.5
.iffl^^recbmmends federal lending,
i ' l c e ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J r " private
§||||||i|bhs, becausbtl^usually the
Cfe'fmsSar'e better — interest rates,
ib^fiefitsMiat type ofjthmgj|i||
J^ffoJ^mcrease your likelihood of
j r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m ^ ^ ^ r o h j a y e ^ a credit
score, keep it clean. A^soj^'having a
cosigner will dramatically increase
your chances of getting approved,"
Ritz said.
Graduates who are having trouble
paying back the loan, or students
concerned about the job market,
should remember that federal lending
allows for a six-month grace period
before they are required to begin
.repayment.
See COLLEGE DEBT, A6

Towing v. ticketing 4f|he winner saves ^ ^ ^ ^ o p e n s spaces
| | | p the Liberty University Police Department (LUPD). Those unfriendly yellow
slips cost students and faculty $160,086
Nothing caps a bad day like returning between Aug. 20 and Sept. 30. More outto your parking spot after a long day of rageous than the running citation total
classes only to find it vacant or occupied is the fact that the number increased exby an alien vehicle. There is no question ponentially over the course of the 41-day
that some frustration may be a result of period.
During the first week of school, 533
the new parking enforcement policy on
the Liberty University campus. However, citations were issued, totaling $14,755 in
towing may be just the solution needed fines. The number increased by an average of 197.3 citations per week over the
for the parking problems.
In the first weeks of school last year, next three weeks before itfinallydeclined
6,154 tickets were issued, according to by 26 tickets during Sept. 17-23. In only
By Drew Menard

NEWS REPORTER

2008
380 Towed

six days, from Sept. 24-30,1,534 more citations were issued, tacking another $39,220
on to the total of $120,866 for the opening weeks of the 2007 school year.
"I do not think that (ticketing) did the
job that it was supposed to," Amanda McCann, senior and commuter, said. "I think
towing has had more of an impact."
The sixth week of school last year alone
grossed $13,570 higher than the total in
towing costs accumulated between Aug.
18 and Sept. 19 this year, which amounted
to $25,650.
See TOWING, A3
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Scaremare launches 'Every Room Remembers

By Amanda Thomason
and Jennifer Schmidt

as scared because I knew what people
walking
through,"
to expect," sophomore Lauren sophomore volunteer Kelly
Keating said. "The guy that Marvel said. "They were really
NEWS REPORTERS
spoke in the tent did a great freaked out by all the blood
Students and visitors enjoyed job explaining everything and and gore, so screaming at them
the opening of "Scaremare: it did not seem like he was really added to the effect."
The
Mouse
of
Death," trying to shove anything in
Preaching tents are key in
Thursday, led into the house- my face. I am glad I got to go Scaremare because those who
by Liberty student volunteers. again and have another great walk through the house have
The frightening portrayals of experience."
the chance to hear the gospel
death led to presentations of
Although some people show and to make personal decisions
the gospel at the end of the up annually, there are also about their own lives. The tent
event.
those attending for the first is the part of the night many
Located at 2300 Carroll time, without a clue of what workers look forward to the
most.
Ave., Scaremare is open to they are walking into.
"It was my first time
the public Thursday through
"I hope to sec God do
Scaremare
and incredible things through the
Saturday during the last three attending
weeks of October. People I thought that it was put use of Scaremare," Matthew
come into groups to walk the together nicely, but I did not Cameron, junior volunteer,
necessarily think it was very said. "I have witnessed changes
trail of terror.
sophomore
Chase in the past years, whether it
"Lvery Room Remembers" scary,"
was salvations in the tents or
is this year's theme, featuring Montney said.
"It did have a strong message the discussions afterwards due
clowns, hospitals, grisly torture
and death. The opening scene representing the house and to the seeds being planted."
immediately illustrates the they evangelized everyone at
A complex event like this
theme with a car crash and the end very well. I thought one requires much planning
a group of people outside the workers did a good job and creativity in order to grab
scaring people without taking each visitor's interest. Over
screaming for help.
200
dedicated
volunteers
Each year approximately it overboard."
Lvery actor in the scenes are needed in order to make
20,000 people come to this
possible.
The
outreach.
Many
Liberty is expected to keep their Scaremare
throughout
the Center for Youth Ministry
students
attend
college poise
night oh Thursdays at the performances and never come sponsors this event every year,
discounted price of S3. Some our of character. With people coordinating with Dr. Steve
laughing
and Vandegriff.
students enjoy Scaremare so screaming,
talking
to
them,
the
task
can
much that they come back
Vandegriff
has
been
become extremely difficult.
year after year.
involved, through previous
in
outreaches
"What kept me motivated ministries,
"This was my second time
attending Scaremare and 1 to stay in character all night similar to Scaremare. He knew
enjoyed it, but I did not get was just the reactions of the of the responsibilities that

Bookstore celebrates football
success with Terrific Tuesdays
By Brandon Gallagher
NEWS REPORTER
Students will receive 20 percent off clothes
and books (except textbooks) at the Liberty
University Bookstore today only as part of the
Terrific Tuesday program
The Bookstore is again offering a chance to
cash in on the success of the football program
through Terrific Tuesdays, which is only
available on the Tuesday following a home
football game.
For every touchdown the Liberty football
team scores in the game, a 5 percent discount
will be offered on all Liberty merchandise,
with the exception of school supplies and
textbooks. T h e offer is capped at 2> percent.
The program is for students, faculty, staff and
tans of Liberty football.
"The program started at the end or last
season. Kevin Keys, the Assistant AD-Lxternal
Operations, came to me last year with the idea.
I thought it was great so we implemented it
immediately to see what the students thought,"
Ellen Mayes, store manager, said.

The idea has been a rousing success as far as
students are concerned.
"I think it is great. The football team plays
well on Saturday, and on Tuesday you can go
into the bookstore and buy a S50 sweatshirt
for $38. I think it is great for fans and students
alike," senior Andy Claudio said.
The Terrific Tuesdays deal runs all day on
qualifying Tuesdays when the bookstore is
open from 8:30 a.m.- 7:30 p.m. The discount
is also available at the Last Campus Bookstore
next to Doc's Diner.
Tuesdays are traditionally a slow day for
the bookstore, and this sales approach has
drummed up quite a bit of business for the
bookstore.
"Lveryone is excited about it. The feedback
has been very positive. This program has
increased our business a great deal on Tuesdays
after the game," Mayes said.
"I just think it's great. I had no idea the
bookstore was offering this deal. Now I really
want the team to do well," senior Johnny
Adams said.
Contact Brandon Gallagher at
bmgallagher@liberty.edu.

C O R R E C T I O N BOX - In the Sept. 30 article titled "Job hunting in an economic drought" by Matthew Coleman, the Career Center was incorrectly listed as
under CASAS. The department is independent, although offices are located
in CASAS.
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would be required of him and
the amount of detail required
to make something like this
successful.
"Scaremare has a way of
capturing the imagination of
an entire community, as well as
a very unique way of reaching
out with the Gospel of Christ,"
Vandegriff said.
Although
many
youth
ministry majors play a hugerole in Scaremare, students in
other majors volunteer, as well.
Students also volunteer to work
their 20 hours of community

service through helping out
with the production of the
Llouse of Death.
Scaremare's
purpose
is
reaching diverse people with
the gospel in a new way. An
average of 1,500 visitors walk
through each night, so it offers
a place for thousands of people
to hear the gospel message
after exiting the scenes of
death.
"My favorite part about
Scaremare is the reality of it
all... They see the reality of
this life and the death that

comes to all,"
Janette Marin, senior worker,
said. "Through all the fun
and scaring hysterics, it leaves
these attendees with a decision
— death or everlasting life."
For
more
information
about Scaremare, visit www.
scaremare.com.

Contact Amanda Thomason at
ahthomason@liberty.edu.

Lewis' Narnia deciphered
By Dominique McKay
NEWS REPORTER
Michael Ward, author of "Planet Narnia:
The Seven Heavens in the Imagination of C.S.
Lewis," made his first appearance at Liberty
University last Thursday. Speaking to a packed
crowd of students and faculty members, Ward
outlined his theory that C.S. Lewis hid a parallel
between his "Chronicles of Narnia" series and
medieval mythology.
"I hope it will
show people Narnia
is more than what
we've been giving it
credit for," Ward said.
"It is a very carefully
and
sophisticated
work of art."
"Planet
Narnia,"
already
in
its
fifth printing and
peaking
interests
from the BBC for a
documentary
film,
answers the question
of why three of
the books in the
Chronicles
series
seem to be clear
biblical
allegories
while the other four
have no obvious scriptural foundation.
"We teach the world we create," Ward said.
"Lewis creates a world that has a question of
coherence."
In "Planet Narnia," Ward takes the reader
through each of the Chronicles of Narnia's
seven books showing how many of the series'
elements directly correlate with characteristics
of the Roman gods.
"It was very interesting and helped me
understand a lot of underlying sections of Lewis'
writings. (There were) things that I would never
think of until someone pointed them out to me
and then they made perfect sense," Jennifer
Lind, a senior English major, said. "Even a
person whose study is not English cannot deny
that Waril has truth, logic and evidence behind
all of his arguments."
One example Ward uses to support his

New
New Life Christian Stores
is now on Facebook!
Join our Facebook group
"New Life Christian Stores"
for special offers & promotions

or drop off in DeMoss Hall 1035.

medieval theory is the book "Prince Caspian,"
which he refers to as the "Mars book." Ward
showed the audience how Mars was not only the
god of war but also the god of vegetation. Ward
claims C.S. Lewis correlated this strongly with
the battle that takes place in "Prince Caspian"
as well as the imagery of the trees in the forest,
a running theme throughout the novel.
"I thought that was a pretty interesting way
of looking at the books," Julia Stillwagon, a
junior
and
English
minor, said. "It was very
neat how all the books
connected
perfectly
with the planets, moon
and sun."
"The fact that he
could finally give a
satisfactory
answer
for how Lewis made
the
Chronicles
of
Narnia cohesive is truly
amazing," Jill Johnson,
an officer of Sigma Tau
Delta (STD), said. "This
new theory will bring
such satisfaction and
new delight each time
the novels are read or
studied in classrooms or
outside of them."
JARROD M O N <
STD, the English
h o n o r
.society, hosted the
event, which brought in students and professors
of all majors, including English and philosophy,
as well as many fans of the Chronicles of Narnia
series.
"I thought the turn out for the Michael Ward
event was wonderfully encouraging," Johnson
said. "It showed that students do care to be
challenged in what they think and are willing to
hear brilliant new theories."
"All of the feedback after the event was very
positive," Andrew Walker, an STD officer,
said. "Dr. Ward is highly accomplished and his
lecture well-reflected his reputation."
Contact Dominique McKay at
dgmckay@liberty.edu.

All Single In-Stock Music CDs (13.99 or less!
Ail Double In-Stock Music CDs $19.99 or less!
Thousands of items available for in-store burning
while you wait including:
Accompaniment Tracks Artist CDs
Custom Mix CDs And Audio Books

Exclusive to LU Students!
The Champion is available
online at: www.liberty.edu/
champion

"Why Shop Anywhere Else?"
Discount does not apply to prior purchases and can not be combined with other sales or discounts
New Life Christian Stores - 4018 Wards Road - Lynchburg • 434-237-6031

HELICOPTER
Continued from A1
For School of Aeronautics Chairman Ernie
Rogers, who spent years flying helicopters for
the US Navy, "it has always been a passion for
me to start a rotary wing concentration for our
program."
That passion has led to the expansion of
Liberty's aviation program with rotary wing
instruction alongside classes for fixed-wing
aircraft, a trait Liberty now shares with Arizona's
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University and the
University of North Dakota.
Vonolszewski realizes having rotary wing
instruction gives extra options to potential
Liberty aviation students. "You have a certain
number of people who want to fly fixed wing,
and you're going to get even more because
certain people probably only want to fly
helicopters," he said.
In fact, Tim Tillman, Liberty's newlyappointed Rotorcraft Instructor, has never
flown afixed-wingaircraft, Vonolszewski said.
Tillman, the Liberty Journal reports, moved
to Lynchburg from Idaho upon his hiring, and
has started flying with Vonolszewski as well
as John Milko, a local resident interested in
flying who does not attend Liberty. He has also
begun looking into the classroom instructions
all aviation students will receive.
"The fixed-wing ground classes are being
looked at to incorporate the Rotorcraft specific
aspects of ground training," Tillman said.
Such aspects include learning the length of
the helicopter, the maximum weight under

tl
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which it can fly (1,7s? pounds), its weight when
empty (1,155 pounds) and the fact that a pilot
needs at least 50 square feet of open space to
land soundly.
The Schweitzer's flight cruising speed
is 70 knots (77 miles per hour), something
sophomore Chase Bishop needs to learn before
his own flying lessons begin, making him the
second Liberty student, after Vonolszewski, to
fly rotary wing with the new program.
"I love being in the air," Bishop said, looking
forward to his upcoming flight instruction. "I
especially love helicopters because you can land
just about anywhere you want. You can hover.
You can fly close to the ground."
The flying lessons serve other aviation classes
in the same way a lab serves science classes at
Liberty. While basic aviation classes such
as Aviation Aerodynamics are soon to begin
including details specific to rotary wing aircraft,
Vonolszewski and Bishop have to pay $325 per
hour of flight time. This, Vonolszewski said, is
due to the necessity of having the instructor INTO THE HORIZON — Helicopter training has already taken off.
on hand as copilot, as well as the complexity of
helicopter maintenance, which surpasses that corrections," he said of flying the Schweitzer. (emergency flights to hospitals for extremely
of fixed-wing aircraft ($197 per hour of flight "If you're drifting forward but you want to sick or injured people).
time).
stay still, only make a small correction (on the
"Being life-flighted saved my life," Bishop
The first helicopterspccific, basic aviation controls), then come back to neutral rather than said. "I was only two, but that was my first ride
course, Rotary Wing Operations, will begin making large adjustments." He contrasted this ever in a helicopter. In this way, I could give
with piloting an airplane, where considerable back what saved my life to so many others."
next semester, Rogers said.
Goals such as Bishop's are now possibilities
However, Liberty students interested in force on the controls is often needed to steer.
getting a chance to ride in the helicopter can pay
For Bishop, who can already fly airplanes, the for Liberty aviation students, who no longer
$125 for what Rogers calls "discovery flights."
helicopter lessons are imperative to his hopes for have to look elsewhere for exclusive rotary wing
Helicopter training at Liberty may just be the future. As a member of the Reserve Officer training that is the newest feature of Liberty's
taking off, but some aspects have already left an Training Corps, he plans to fly Apache attack evergrowing School of Aeronautics.
helicopters for the army and later transition into
impression on Vonolszewski.
Contact Daniel Martinez at
"I learned that you have to make very small missionary work, corporate flight or life flights

TOWING
Continued from A1
"Nobody really cared about (ticketing) that much. (Ticketing)
really did not stop people from parking in spots that they were
not supposed to," senior Lydia Norton said.
It is difficult to evenly compare ticketing and towing. Writing
a traffic citation takes far less time than towing a vehicle and
towing a vehicle costs $75 more than the usual citation fine.
Though the two are not comparable, 5,884 more tickets were
issued during the first five weeks of the 2007 fall semester than
cars were towed in the first five weeks this semester costing
students and faculty $95,216 more in 2007.

dpmartinez@liberty.edu.

Despite the substantial difference in the amount of issued
penalties, students do not all agree with the new system.
"(Towing) is a very drastic punishment for a small offense,"
sophomore Sara Svendsen said.
Senior Othon Zermeno, who has seen both methods, said,
"Towing is going way too far. College students do not have the
money to pay (the towing cost)."
Towing may be more expensive per offense, but it has saved
students and faculty more than $95,000 over the first five weeks
of school.
Beeline Towing owner Kevin Jones even discounts his
company's average towing fee of $125 to $95 for Liberty
students.
"Beeline (Towing) does not orchestrate the parking regulations,
it merely enforces them," according to a previous Champion
article.
Towing is not uncharted terrain for the college campus.
According to the University of Virginia's Web site, vehicles
are subject to towing after accumulating more than $250 in
outstanding citation fines. Boston University's Web site states

surprisingly
d lire rent

that parking without a permit or parking in the wrong place is
punishable by towing, in addition to the applicable ticket fines.
Whether or not towing enforcement is agreeable with the
entire student population, its effectiveness is recognized.
"When a car gets towed (the rules) are going to be observed,
definitely," Zermeno said.
"The rules and regulations on ticketing (seemed) unclear,"
senior Tommy Bussey said. "I think towing is working better
because it makes people park in the right spots."
Better parking enforcement and an increase in total net
parking spaces have improved some students' views on the
parking situation.
"It is very pleasant to be able to leave and be guaranteed a
spot when you come back," Associate Professor of Education
and Special Needs Advisor Connie Hansen said.
"Towing has been better because it ensures that (commuters)
have parking when they get on campus," McCann said.
Contact Drew Menard at
ajmenard@liberty.edu.
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What Tom Cruise
got right
By Tim Mattingly

of his words. It is hard to imagine Flintstone
vitamins as a cure-all, however, it certainly
is better than throwing medication at every
problem. On average, prescription drugs kill
100,000 Americans a year, with adverse side
effects seriously injuring an additional 2.1
million, according to a 1998 Associate Press
article.
The statistic was 10 years ago — today, the
quick-fix prescription is more common than
ever. Cruise recognized this and reacted the
best way he knew how: attacking a vulnerable
woman suffering from depression after or the playground bully. Cruise's role in this
Additionally, Cruise showed his patriotism
childbirth. Yes, it is a bit unorthodox, but top film is nothing short of a majestic metaphor when he co-founded the New York Rescue
predators, such as lions, do the exact same for the United States of America — even the Workers Detoxification Project. The program
thing when they single out the weak gazelle in best get knocked down some times, but they is dedicated to removing harmful toxins from
the herd.
get back up and knock right back. The movie the bodies of Sept. 11 rescue workers with
natural, medication-free means.
True, Cruise may have crossed the fine was pure red, white and blue.
line between killing to survive and pushing
Putting aside Cruise's constant Scientological
Also, despite Cruise's alien aspirations
religious ideals upon society. But his attacks (courtesy of Scientology) and high-flying antics, babblings, he has done some good for this
did not completely lack justification, as there he is pretty down to earth with the charities he world. His dedication to get prescription
is no denying that society has a prescription- is involved with.
medication off the street and his patriotism
popping problem. To do so is almost as crazy
Cruise supports organizations such as on and off camera is truly heartwarming. His
as denying Cruise's shining cinematic moment Children's Hospice & Palliative Care Coalition, belief that 75 million years ago our planet's
— the 1986 classic, "Top Gun."
H.E.L.P. and the Jackie Chan Charitable true name was Teegeeack and overseen by the
Nothing is more American than engaging in Foundation. He also donates to Mentor LA, galactic ruler Xenu — not so much.
aerial dogfights against communists. "Top Gun" a group dedicated to "improving schools
Contact Tim Mattingly at
inspired impressionable youth everywhere, and empowering neighborhoods." Mentor
instilling a desire to battle the evils of this LA honored Cruise in March 2007 for his
tmattingly@liberty.edu.
world, whether they are communist, terrorist "philanthropic actions."

OPINION EDITOR
Liberals have George W. Bush. As president,
Bush has provided this bunch with a wellspring
of jokes. The only time liberals stop laughing at
his presidential antics is to wag a disapproving
finger in his general direction. The recent
opening of "W" only furthers the left-flung
jokes at Bush's expense.
I, on the other hand, have Tom Cruise. It
is curious that this Hollywood icon zealously
follows the teachings of a noted science-fiction
writer, L. Ron Hubbard. But I am not here to
argue whether or not my body is, in fact, home
to alien spirits.
Back in August, Newsweek went against the
liberal-media grain 'and published an article
entitled, "What Bush Got Right." If liberal
media can set aside their differences, then so
can I.
In 2005, Cruise blasted his "friend"
Brooke Shields for taking medication to
treat postpartum depression, according to
hollywood.com.
Cruise's attack echoed
Scientology's standpoint that prescription
drugs, especially psychiatric, are harmful to the
body. He stated that "you can use vitamins to
help a woman through those things."
Before criticizing Cruise, consider the value

Pickens'plan to energize America now
By Tim Purkey
OPINION REPORTER
Abroad majority of people agrees that the U.S.
needs energy independence. With crippling gas
prices at the pump, the only alternative is to buy
a fuel-efficient hybrid or convert your engine to
run on vegetable oil. It seems politicians are
content with twiddling their thumbs while in
the meantime, innovative ideas are forced to sit
on the sidelines.
T Boone Pickens, an expert on energy
independence, said, "In 1970, we imported 24
percent of our oil. Today it's nearly 70 percent
and growing." Pickens states that the amount
spent on foreign oil imports this year alone is
more than four times the .amount the U.S. is

paying for the war in Iraq. The numbers are
staggering.
While the United States needs oil to keep its
economy running, it is simultaneously stabbing
itself in the back. Foreign countries like Iran
and Syria, who are listed as threats to the U.S.,
are becoming wealthy because the United
States is consuming oil at a record pace. Over
half of Syria and Iran's economy is composed of
oil industries.
Also, the importation of oil is only increasing
on a yearly basis. With the broad scope of
America's national security in mind, the United
States does not need the threat of a foreign
country stopping oil exports if it does not agree
with a U.S. foreign policy proposal. In his energy
plan, Pickens lays out a proposal to start wind

farms, solar farms, natural gas development and
much more.
With a free market system like that of the
United States, an opportunity to make a profit
will open these market opportunities and result
in an upturn for the economy. Thousands of
jobs will result from the construction of new
energy-harvesting methods. The threat of an
economic downturn caused by foreign countries
will decrease. Foreign nations will not be able to
raise or lower energy prices at their discretion.
If the U.S. wants to remain a leading nation in
the world today then something must be done
about the energy crisis.
The only way to change America is to be
proactive about the issues. America's complacent
leadership is holding it back. Pickens explains

There are times in life when our attitude warrants a substantial
reality check. In my own experience, I deserve much more
chastisement than blessing from God. Approaching a single
day, situation or conversation without seeking God's wisdom is
possibly the most foolish thjng one can do. Only in misguided
pride do I walk into a circumstance without first seeking God's
blessing.
But that is exactly what I do on a daily basis. The progression
is subtle. Missing a morning's time of prayer or choosing to keep
the Bible closed for just a bit longer only prepares a path for selfdestruction.
I marvel at God's movement in my life. His is a strong and
mighty presence though I ignore it all too often. Allow me to
be specific. Over the past weekend I attended the Baptist Press
Journalism Conference. In the midst of "how to" seminars, there
was a consistent reminder from faculty and conference speakers
to acknowledge the Lord. They were preparing us for careers
in journalism, but the foundational message that I walked away
with was "go where God leads you."
One man in particular, an accomplished photojournalist, asked
me what I would be doing following graduation this May. With
a bit of tongue-in-cheek honesty, I responded, "I have no idea.
I have a lot of options." He looked me straight in the eyes and
queried, "Have you been quiet before the Lord? Have you asked
him to show you where he wants you to go?"
Even four days later the question haunts me. My answer is no,
and suddenly the whole of my life comes into crystal-clear
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focus — honestly, "what does it profit a man if he gains the whole
world, yet loses his soul?" I felt as if this man who had known me
for all of five minutes could see right through me — my frenetic
schedule, my scramble to "take care of things," my implosive,
self-focused lifestyle. Of course, he knew none of these things.
The catch in this whole story is that a few weeks ago, a dean
at Liberty told me that I should spend time in complete solitude
with the Lord. "Everyone always finds time to spend a weekend
with a boyfriend or a girlfriend, but who spends a weekend with
God?" he asked. Good question. Since then I haven't followed
through on that advice, and perhaps that is why such innocent
questions from a stranger I met in Tennessee left me speechless.
He may not even realize the impact his simple questions had on
such an unassuming student. But I know that his faith in God far
surpasses mine. I know that he would never pose such a question
if he hadn't experienced the power of such faith in his life. And I
know that God was once again trying to get my attention. With
X amount of days until graduation, and a huge question mark
waiting for me on the other side of May 9, my only goal at this
point is to spend time with my Savior. He's been calling, and it's
time to pay attention.
"And you have forgotten that word of encouragement that
addresses you as sons: My son, do not make light of the Lord's
discipline, and do not lose heart when he rebukes you, because
the Lord disciplines those he loves," Heb. 12:5-6.
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that in 10 years much can be accomplished
to get America on the path of self-sufficiency.
Without a plan or the right leadership, the
$700 billion that went to foreign countries for
energy can transform in 10 years to $7 trillion.
The plan is there, it is only up to us to decide
where America will go from here.
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To work or not to work:
Balancing education and finances
By Bridgett Scales
OPINION REPORTER

Post Office Progress
The Liberty University Post Office has made
marked improvement the last couple of years
regarding delivery of student packages — an
effort for which many students are grateful.
With the new growth of the campus, here's a
suggestion for future consideration: students
might benefit from more drop box locations that
are easily accessible and identifiable, including
posting the locations on the post office Web site.
The suggested changes would allow students
to keep in contact with friends and family more
easily.

Parade Possibilities
The homecoming
festivities are quickly
approaching, as are the opportunities for
students to earn some extra cash for those latenight snacks. Student Activities is offering cash
prizes for the top winners of the parade during
homecoming. The prizes range from $300 to
$600. The floats will be judged on how creatively
and thematically students convey team spirit.
Students interested in participating should pick
up an application at the LaHaye Student Union.
The deadline to register is Oct. 20. For more
I information visit Liberty.edu/studentactivities or
e-mail studentactivityinfo@liberty.edu.

Fun Fall Activities
The cooler winds and colorful leaves spark a
desire within many people to embrace the beauty
of the outdoors. Students may be interested in
visiting Johnson's Orchards for an opportunity to
harvest their apples. More information may be
found at JohnsonsOrchards.com. Students may
also be interested in embracing the fall spirit by
carving pumpkins or trying their luck in a corn
maze. The four-acre corn maze is located in
Trestle Park. For more information, visit TrestlePark.

Running for Celebrity
or President?
With appearances on Saturday Night Live and
Oprah, one would think that Sens. John McCain
and Barack Obama are competing for Best
Entertainer of the Year, Celebrity status has been
assigned to the two men who are competing for
the presidency, and though they say their official
focus is on the White House in Washington, D.C..
one might wonder if they are secretly looking
over their shoulders to check their status in
Hollywood.
An ad recently appeared that showed Obama
imitating Superman by pulling open his business
shirt and revealing his trademark 'O' symbol
underneath. McCain has taken cooking lessons
with Rachael Ray and received a 'Kiss the
Candidate' apron to prove his participation.
What effect do Superman and Rachael Ray hold
on the presidential race? Answer: None.

Quiet Hours Still Apply
Students are allowed sign out to the new Tilley
Student Center for a late-night activity. The
concept of having a place for students to sign
out is excellent, however, the downside of this
privilege is indirectly evident as some students
have experienced loud disturbances outside
their windows after curfew. Apparently some
students take detours in between the Tilley and
their dorms. It may boost the cool factor five
points to be out after curfew, but people who
have chosen to stay in their dorms are either
studying, sleeping or procrastinating. For those
who are avid supporters of the procrastination
option, peace and quiet during the night allows
better concentration when ignoring homework.
For those that practice procrastination by leaving
homework behind in the dorm, just do so quietly.

Among economic issues
and debt in our country, less
government aid is being given
to college students than ever
before, causing many students
to work throughout school to
either pay for their tuition or
for extra college expenses.
As if college is not hard in
itself, students who work are
forced to balance their work
schedules and class schedules
so they will not fall behind in
their school work. They have
less time to study, which in
turn hurts their homework,
quiz, and test grades and
eventually GPA.
A survey conducted by
Minnesota State Colleges
and Universities showed that
students who work long hours
have less time to study and
often rely on credit cards to
pay for tuition and books. Of
those who participated in the
survey, 80 percent said that
they worked now, had worked
before or will work in the
future years just to help pay
for college. In the same survey,
about 17 percent of students
said that they had stopped
taking classes all together for
at least one semester due to
having to earn more money for
educational expenses.
Liberty junior Michelle
Rodriguez works an average of
30 hours a week, takes 18 credit
hours and has already planned

to cut her credits in half and
take more DLP classes than
residential classes.
"By the time I get off work,
I am already tired and then I
have to force myself to do my
school work," Rodriguez said.
Debt is also a major factor
when college students decide
whether or not to work while
in school. In 2003, Congress
passed a bill that cut back
on government funding for
college students, causing
students to rely more on
private student loans with
higher interest rates. This may
have been good for the college
students at that particular
time, but these college loans
accrue so much interest that
it makes it nearly impossible
to pay them right back in the
allotted time given by the
private loaning companies
With interest rates generally
around 6.8 percent on an
$18,000 loan, graduating
students can expect to pay
$204 a month for 10 years,
according to the Financial
Aid Finder Web site. On such
a loan, one can also expect
to pay an additional $6,900
alone due to interest.
On the contrary, if a student
is able to work a hefty load
and still succeed in college,
the student will gain more
than a degree. Making decent
grades and maintaining a high
GPA while working is success
in itself. It teaches the student
motivation, determination and

IN THE BALANCE — Student Jamie Wendland works at Panera.

vehicle, he would appreciate it
a sense of independence.
A student who works and much more. Education is the
pays for college may also have same way.
a much higher appreciation for
that education. It is much like
someone just handing a high
Contact Bridgett Scales at
school graduate a new car.
bascales@liberty.edu.
Sure, he will be thankful for
it, but if he had worked and
paid for every penny of that

Why you should stop, drop and read
Natalie Lozano
NEWS EDITOR

"There must be something in books,
things we can't imagine, to make a woman
stay in a burning house," said Guy Montag.
"There must be something there. You
don't stay for nothing."
Montag is the fictional hero of
Ray Bradbury's most renown work,
"Fahrenheit 451," which is currently the
topic of community discussion under
the Big Read Lynchburg (BRL) program.
Readers are gathering at places like
Amazement Square, Lynchburg College,
Barnes and Noble, the Whitehart and
the Mezzanine for group discussions, film
viewings and lectures.
My excitement about BRL affirmed my
belief that I have an abnormal love for
reading. Any doubt that I possessed was
dispelled on the first day of classes when
one professor asked us to give not only our
names, but also the title of a book we had
read over the summer. A catch for many
of my summer-studying classmates was
that textbooks did not count. Although
a handful of students mentioned titles,
a surprising majority could not. All of
my classmates are intelligent and will be
joining the work force within the next
two years, so the lack of reading evidenced
was disheartening. Simultaneously, the
experience confirmed one belief and
destroyed another: no longer can we
assume that people enjoy reading.
According to "Reading at Risk," the
National Endowment for the Arts (NEA)
findings from a 2002 national survey,
barely half of American adults (18 and
over) spend time reading for pleasure.
Even scarier is the lack of reading on
college campuses.
"Sixty-five percent of college freshmen
read for pleasure for less than an hour per
week or not at all," according to "Reading
at Risk." Our distractions do not just
take the form of FaceBook, MySpace and
unlimited text messages with friends, but
textbooks also stand in between potential
bookworms and actual books.
The problem begins before students
enter college. Dickens, Shakespeare,
Hemingway and Fitzgerald were not
written for i4-to-i8-yearold eyes, yet
they are the primary authors encountered
by high school students. Ultimately, if
students do not want to read classic
literature, like Hamlet and Great
Expectations, they shouldn't have to. The
truth, whether or not educators want to
face it, is that students who do not want
to read classics are not going to read them.
Quizzes and other means of testing a
student are foiled by watching the movie,
reading the SparksNotes or talking to
the people who, likt me, actually read

(confession: I skimmed most of Great
Expectations my freshmen year. I couldn't
stand it).
While testing doesn't always work,
outside motivators seem to work
exceedingly well. In 1985, Pizza Hut
started the Booklt! program to motivate
children to read. Every October, teachers
set the monthly goal for their students
and for each month that the students
achieve the goal, they earn a free personal
pan pizza. I'm a Booklt! alumni and
consider both my mind and my stomach
to be better for the books I picked up in
elementary school.
BRL is another reading program, geared
toward a slightly older demographic.
Given all the alternatives that adults, and
especially parents, have, I think a reading
initiative for grown-ups is perhaps the
best solution to the problem of aliteracy,
that is, knowing how to read, but choosing
not to.
Lynchburg is one of 208 communities
that received a 2008 Big Read grant from
the NEA, which allows the sponsors, in this
case Amazement Square, the Rightmire
Children's Museum and the Lynchburg
Public Library, to distribute copies of the
books along with supplemental materials
to local participants.
Because
of the
plethora of electronic
alternatives to reading,
the Big Read campaign
has
incorporated
YouTube,
flickr,
Facebook and even
a blog to keep the
community involved.
"We're welcoming new
media because it's so
relevant to the book,"
Rebecca Grawl, director
of BRL, said.
For those of you who
skipped Fahrenheit in
high school, the book
presents a society in
the
not-too-distant
.future where reading
is illegal and "firemen"
are employed to burn
books, rather than
eliminate fires.
"Ultimately,
(Fahrenheit 451) has a
great message, which
is that books matter,"
Grawl said. BRL is
also offering prizes
for
participation,
including
drawings
for gift certificates to T H E 5 0 T H
Blockbuster, Barnes &
Noble and the Drowsy
Poet

By participating in community-oriented
events like BRL, Book it! and summer
reading at our local libraries, we keep
society further from evolving into the
anti-book society of "Fahrenheit 451."
For more information about BRL, check
out the Web site, bigreadlynchburg.com,
or search for the Facebook group. Several
events remain on the calendar before
the campaign ends Nov. 3. For more
information on "Fahrenheit 451," read it.
Free copies are available, but check the
BRL site for locations.
At the least — read something. You
don't have to read Dostoevsky, Dickens
or anything you don't enjoy, but keep the
books coming. Read with friends. Read to
yourself. Sure the Internet can provide all
sorts of information about far away places
and times, but a fictional portrayal c;ui
make you feel like you're there. Find out
for yourself what that "something" is in
books.
Contact Natalie Lozano at
nalozano@liberty.edu.
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Ecpnotn'ics professor-/' Robert Rencher
believes that graduati^^feriiors may fac&£moTc?
^ ^ r a ^ M e n g ^ M b f i i p ^ ^ g e t a job or as high^ a y ^ ^ ^ p H t S ^ i ^ t e t h e ^ m s c might hav^jS^g
V Rencher suggest'sl^Haft students consider
applying > t ^ p @ a ^ ' a t ^ ^ ^ v ^ » which will
likely re4%re^a^ejJd^SB?'but also defers the;

^gontaet Kerah Kemmerer at
kkem m erer@l i berty.edi*

|||pal||eht of undergraduate loans! The tradeoff
| l | | | | | | e r debt for a,potentially higheri^^^ffi
•gs||||j6pmpanying a master's deg^e'iel^^
S^^^-economy is not going to bounce right;
fb^^p^Sricher said;
|||i||Kiher heard about another option for
^^^TOs' to consider on the - Glark Howard
fs^fey&rorkirig in public service, which could
E^ajfelloan forgiveness.
| | | | | | | | o o 7 , the College Cost Reduction
and Access Act created a
loan forgiveness program
for those working for the
federal government. The actj
stipulates that 120 repayment:!!
have to be made before loaffi
forgiveness can be considered*.
For more information about
the program, check out
federalstudentaid.ed.gov.
Ritz expects more lenders to
pull out or change what they
M are doing, including a decrease
H in the percentage of applicants
• H H S U I who receive loans.
To stay updated on the status
I
of loan institutions, check out
I libertyedu/financialaid. The
n site also offers a comparison
feature, which allows students
to quickly see the differences
between loan programs.
Contact Natalie Lozano at
nalozano@liberty.edu.
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CH4MPIONSPORTS
Flames shell Seawcjlyes 33-0, extend winning streak to 11

By Chris Wong
SPORTS,REPORTER

The Flames cruised to a 33-0 victory
over Stony Brook on Saturday, tying a
school record with n straight.
I In front of 14,563 onlookers, the
Flames won the coin toss and began
the game with an opening drive score.
Brock Smith penetrated the defense
by mixing pass completions, running
plays and trick plays to confuse the;
coverage for 17 plays. The first quarter
drive lasted 9:03, breaking the rriark;
for the most time consumed on a
single drive in Flames history
Brock Smith controlled the tempo
of the first possession advancing the
ball 71 yards for a field goal. Kicker
Matt Bevins completed a 27-yard field
goal,-giving the Flames an early 3-0
advantage with just under six minutes
remaining in the first quarter.
"We had real good tempo on
offense for most of the day," Head
Coach Danny Rocco said. "The
first drive of the game was reaUfe
impressive with the way we were able
to method^^pcbntrol,the.ball,and'
move the c h a m s ^ ^ ^
f^^&er^ a Stony Brook ' p u n t | | | | j | h j
completed a 30 yard pass fo^Md^
receiver Dominic Bolden, b r i | | | l i | |
the Flames;to the 3 4 - y a r d ' M p |
Stony Brook territory With a quick
reverse play Mike Brown ran 29 yards
for Liberty's first touchdown of the
Ygafffe^^J
' S » ' ' ' a v e been talking all this week
about how to put, teams away," Brown'
said. "We definitely got off to a fast
start. It seems like in the first half
things just jump started."
Finishing Mie first quarter with/
a commanding 16-9 lead, senior
running back Rashad Jennings:;
capped an 80-yard dnve^withJ a I'AJ?
.vai(I,l:ouGh^o^n/run,*in,(.refasing1.th^
Flames advantage to 17.
See FOOTBALL, B3

BUSTIN' LOOSE — Redshirt freshman running back Mike Brown heads for the end zone during Saturday's 33-0 shellacking of Stony Brook.

600th victory sets stage for showdown with HPU
H^gtiobeat

By Brittany Watson
SPORTS REPORTER

Dawnd

Liberty's volleyball team racked up
the 600th victory in the program's
history, with its double 3-0 sweep
of Presbyterian on Friday and UNC
Asheville on Saturday in the Vines
Center.
"Zj&Z ^T*
The Lady Flames improved their
Big South record to 5-0. Friday
evening with a 3-0 (25-21, 25-15,. 25^14)
sweep over Presbyterian.'Liberty hit
an average of .333 and racked up 10
blocks throughout the match.
The first set was the closest, with
the score being tied four times and
neither team leading by more than
four points. Senior Ashley Webber's
kill and block assist gave the Lady
Flames the push they needed to put
them ahead for good. Sophomore
Nicki Scripko put an end to the first
set with two final blocks that gave
Liberty a 25-21 win.
Serving played the main role in set
two, with both teams each haying a
rally. Presbyterian started out on a
surge that gave it an n-6 advantage.
Junior '• Chelaine McCarty quickly
put an end to the Blue Hose's lead,
serving for n consecutive points,
two of which were aces. Along with
Scripko's seventh kill, the Lady
Flames finished set two with a 25-15
victory.
Scripko hit .500 in set two, while
red-shirted Brittany Pacella hit .600
and tallied up three kills. Overall the
team hit .355 and limited Presbyterian
to a .074 attack percentage.
The Blue Hose came out fighting
in the third set with a 4-0 surge and
kept the lead until 11-10. The Lady .
Flames took the lead once freshman
Rebecca Warren stepped up to serve.
Warren pushed the Lady Flames
ahead four points.
Jessica Nelson's serving helped give
Liberty seven consecutive points,
three of which were Mccarty's kills.
Scripko hit the set winning kill again
ended the set with a 25-14 decision.
See VOLLEYBALL, B3

By William Armstrong
SPORTS REPORTER
5. Overcoming adversity and coming
fegm behind to win are two of the
besf feelings in sports. The Liberty
Flafhes hockey team did just that in
a 5J4 shootout victory and winning
the? next night 7-1 over the Oakland
Grizzlies.
^ W i n n i n g the series stretches the
Flames winning streak to seven
games, brings the team to an overall
record of 7-1 and ranks them fifth in
theACHA.
On the first night, Liberty treated
its "College for a weekenders" to the
most exciting game on any CFAW
weekend in the 5-4 victory
"It was a fantastic atmosphere to
play in," Coach Kirk Handy said.
"The fans really propelled us to
victory."
The game marked the Flames first
shootout since last season, first home
shootout, PajtGfaid's second loss in a
shootout this season.
From the opening faceoff it was
a constant struggle between both
teams, but Liberty took the opening
lead.
Freshman Rob Vanwynsberghe deflected senior Kevin Hendrix's slap
shot between Oakland goaltender
Collin Chase's legs to give Liberty
the early advantage.
The Grizzlies responded by reeling
off four unanswered goals through
the first two periods, but the remainder of the game is what everyone left
talking about.
"In the first and second period, we
played really sloppy, but in the third
period the whole team turned it
around and played well," Handy said.
See HOCKEY, B2
VIEW FROM THE TOP — The Lady Flames will battlewith High'Point tonight in a matchup of BSC heavyweights.
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CRASH COURSE

HOCKEY
Continued from B1
Two minutes into the final period,
sophomore Johnny Chung scored a
power play goal, redirecting a center
ing pass from junior Dave Semenyna,
cutting the lead to 4-2.
Over six minutes later, Vanwynsberghe made a steal, skated down the
left side, sent a pass in to junior Zac
Bauman and Bauman deflected the
pass top shelf to cut the lead to one.
At 6:03, Semenyna blasted a one
timer on the power play from the
right circle, sending LaHaye Ice Center into a frenzy and tying the game
at four.
The game ended up tied through
the remainder of the third period and
overtime, which brought a shootout
to resolve the tie.
Colin Way made two saves on the
first two shooters he faced and both

Semenyna and I lendrix scored goals
on their attempts to win the game.
Hendrix, three assists, and Semenyna, goal and two assists, led the
scoring, and Vanwynsberghe and
Chung both contributed a goal and
an assist.
Way stopped 38 of 42 shots for a
.904 save percentage and his sixth
win on the year.
The second game was a different
story. A 7-1 win in which the power
play and a solid game of hockey was
the ingredient for the Flames success.
Through the first period Liberty
was 100 percent on the power play
on its first four chances.
Liberty started oft* short handed
because of a pregame violation, when
a player crossed the red line, going
into the opposing team's side of the
ice in warm-ups.
Oakland made the Flames pay for
the infraction by scoring 47 seconds

into the game on a wrist shot beating
Wvy to the glove side.
The Flames responded with four
first period goals, three of which
came on the power play.
Semenyna made moves around
three defenders before finding Chung
back door to tie the game at 1-1.
Vanwynsberghe continued
the
power play surge when he sent a
wrister on net and the puck trickled
through Grizzlies goaltender Collin
Chase.
Chung tried to connect a pass
through the crease, but Chase tipped
it into his own net to increase the
Flames lead to 3-1 and was Chung's
second goal on the power play.
After receiving a pass from Semenyna, Vanwynsberghe cut towards
the middle, sent a backhander on net
and Bauman made the easy tap in for
another power play goal, ending the
first period scoring with Liberty on
top 4-1.

DO A LITTLE DANCE— Senior Josh Ahier tries to gain possession of a loose
puck as an Oakland player prepares to hip check him.
The only second period goal was assists, Chung had two goals and two
scored under two minutes in as Se- assists, Vanwynsberghe added two
menyna wheeled around Grizzly de- goals and an assist, Flendrix assisted
fenders, found Chung, who put a shot on two goals, and senior Ben Shaw,
on net and Vanwynsberghe scored off Bauman, both Reynolds, freshman
the rebound for his second goal of Joe Smith, freshman Mackenzie Bauthe game. Going into the third pe- man and Crossley all tallied a point.
riod, the Flames held a 5-1 lead.
After the weekend sweep of OakOn a 2-on-i sophomore Fric Reyn- land, the Flames home record stands
olds spun and found freshman broth- at 4-1 and justifying their current No.
er Josh Reynolds who sent a wrist ^ ranking in the ACHA.
shot to the top right corner.
Liberty plays at home next weekFinishing off the games scoring was end, when they face off Saturday,
freshman Colton Crossley, when he Oct. 17, at 8 p.m. against the Southpicked up a loose puck at center ice, ern Professional Hockey League's
closed in on the goaltender and fired Richmond Renegades.
a wrist shot between the Chase's
glove and pads.
Contact William Armstrong at
wsarmstrong@liberty.edu.
Semenyna led all scorers with five

The finer things in life can be found on the golf course

A DAUNTING TASK — Challenging holes like this one at Colonial Hills Golf
Course in Forest are the reasons golf can be an extremely frustrating sport.

By Jake Petersen
SPORTS EDITOR
After a weekend spent in the city
of Nashville, Tenn. for the 2008
Baptist Press Journalism Conference
and a grand total of 16 hours sitting

in a car listening to nothing but Kelly
Clarkson, I had a ton of time to think
about the finer things in life.
Take, for example, the game or"
golf. There is nothing better, in my
opinion, than lacing up my golf spikes
and hitting the links with a few of my

Family Entertainment Center
327 Graves Mill Rd. Lynchburg VA

closest pals who share my love of the
sport. A round of golf usually takes
about four hours to complete, and
those four hours, multiplied by the
hundreds of rounds of golf I've played
in my six years of playing, make up
some of the best memories of my life
that I would not trade for anything.
So the select few that actually
chose to open up the Sports section
today and read this column are
probably thinking, "What the heck is
the point of this article?" T h e point is
not complex. As a matter of fact, it is
quite simple: to somehow inspire you
to play golf.
But the problem is, many people,
maybe even you, find golf to be quite
possibly the most boring sport on
TV. However, you are the ones who
have yet to give it a fair shot. I was
one of those people too.
When I was 14, all I wanted to
do was be a Major League baseball

player for the Yankees, following in
the footsteps of my hero Derek Jeter.
However, when I saw Tiger Woods
swing a golf club for the first time,
I instantly had two heroes. Almost
immediately I put my dreams of
playing for the Yankees on hold,
opting instead to one day don a green
jacket after a Masters victory or plant
a big kiss on a U.S. Open trophy, just
like my hero Tiger did.
After a summer spent learning the
ins and outs of the game with my
best friend, we both joined our high
school golf team our sophomore year,
eventually getting good enough our
sophomore year on J V to earn two
Varsity letters our junior and senior
years. I can honestly say the best
afternoons of my life were spent at
Shawnee Inn and Country Club near
my home in Pennsylvania with my
best friend.
So now that you know my life
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story, you can see how passionate I
am about the game. Golf is a game
of strategy, thinking, camaraderie,
nostalgia and for most people,
frustration. I guarantee that once
you try it, you will probably not ever
want to hit another golf ball in your
life (except for mini golf, or PuttrPutt
as you Southerners put it) because of
how frustrating it is.However, for some, the challenge
of hitting a little white ball into a hole
is something you will relish, despite
the fact that it may take you 25 shots
to get on the green. Over time and
with a lot of practice, you will get
better, and you will have me to thank
for encouraging you to try something
new. My philosophy is simple: try it,
because you may like it.
Contact Jake Petersen at
jpetersen@liberty.edu.
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By Drew Menard
SPORTS REPORTER
Tales of ghosts, vampires and hexes
are sure to be passed along in the spirit
of Halloween. Though a few shivers
may dart across some unsuspecting
spines, there can always be comfort
found in the highly-accepted fact
that ghost stories are not real, there
are no vampires and curses are a hoax.
As much as it kills me to say this,
there is a century old hex involving
a goat, a black cat and a hundred
years of playoff infertility that has
me convinced of the contrary. Curses
are real, my friends, and the Chicago
Cubs are living proof.
Being a Cubs fan is not easy. It
has been a hundred years since the
Cubs have won the World Series.
The titleless century easily gives
the club the crown for the longest
championship drought in sports,
according to the Chicago Sun-Times.
To put this in perspective, the
baseball team that holds the secondlongest World Series drought, the
Cleveland Indians, have not won a
World Series since 1948, according
to ESPN. The Tribe's 60 year streak
falls 40 years short of the Cubs. The
first National Basketball Association
Championship was in 1947, according

to NBA.com/history, one year prior to
the Indians last World Series crown,
and the National Football League
(NFL) only held its first Superbowl 43
years ago. I think it is safe to say that
the Cubs have bragging rights when
it comes to championship starvation
in the professional circle.
As is tradition in the quite
superstitious realm of sports, a curse
has been concluded to be the cause of
the Cubs' troubles. I had always been
a skeptic of such nonsense, however,
after approximately 10 agonizing
hours, two cases of Mountain Dew,
three days of wearing the same blue
and red jersey and a sleep-deprived
weekend, I have concluded that "the
curse" (as us Chicagoans so cleverly
call it) is alive and well.
This year the Cubs had their best
record since 1945. As a life-long Cubs
fan, I was stoked (to say the least) at
the prospect of my team contending
for the World Series title after a 100
year drought. Going 97-64 in the
regular season (the '48 Cubs were
only one game better) the North
Siders had NL home field advantage
and appeared poised to break the
curse.
Only a cursed team could fail to
break a curse and in three excruciating
games with the Los Angeles Dodgers,

the Cubs did just that.
In their 2008 NL Division series
with the Dodgers, the Cubs held the
lead for only two innings and were
outscored 20-6 in the series. In game
two the Cubs tied the record for most
errors in a Division Series game with
four, two of which were on routine
infield plays with two outs to go in
the second inning.
I watched in utter dismay as my
team let "its year" roll slowly (very
slowly) past its outstretched gloves
at home to the Dodgers, who in any
other NL division would have finished
in fourth place and not have even been
mentioned in the Wild Card race. As
a loyal and supportive fan, I suffered
through each and every tormenting
inning desperately clinging on to the
hope that maybe, just maybe, my
Cubbies would pull off a ninth inning
rally. There would be no such relief to
my dismay. The only anecdote that
prevented me from smashing my
television to smithereens was Frank
Caliendo's hilarious John Madden,
Jerry Seinfeld, Bill Clinton and
George Bush impersonations during
commercial breaks promoting new
episodes of his sketch comedy on
TBS.
For the sixth time since 1945 the
Cubs were successfully unsuccessful
in the playoffs. As I reviewed the
events of the series and the Cubs
disappointing history with my head
buried in my pillow, I concluded that
the curse had to exist.
The curse is believed to have begun
in 1945 when Billy Goat Tavern owner
William "Billy Goat" Sianis and his
pet goat Murphy were asked to leave
Wrigley field during the seventh
inning of the 1945 World Series.
Sianis and his pet were excused by
Cubs owner P.K. Wrigley himself
because of the animals offensive odor,
according to cubbiesbaseball.com.
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Sianis, a die hard Cubs fan, was
so enraged by the dismissal that he
yelled "The Cubs ain't gonna win
no more. The Cubs will never win a
World Series so long as the goat is not
allowed in Wrigley Field." He later
sent a telegram to Wrigley that read
"Who stinks now?" after the Cubs
lost the World Series to the Detroit
Tigers in seven games.
Since the 1945 World Series it has
been one bad rap after the other for
Chicago's North Side club and the
Cubs have not been able to reach the
World Series.
In 1969 the Cubs had a nine and
a half game lead over the Mets and
what ESPN said to be one of the
greatest Cubs rosters of all time. On
Sept. 9, 1969 during a series at Shea
Stadium in New York against the
Mets, a black cat strolled across the
field, faced the Cubs dugout and ran
a few circles around Chicago's Ron
Santo in the on-deck circle before
disappearing beneath the stands. The
Cubs lost the series to the Mets and
went on to lose 17 out of 25 games
in September. The Mets went on to
beat the Cubs for the division title by
eight games.
In 1984 the Cubs had their sights
set on the World Series with a twogame lead on the San Diego Padres
in a best-of-five NL Championship
series. After the Padres tied the
series at two games a piece, the Cubs
jumped out to an early lead in game
five. As the Padres closed in on the
Cubs lead, Chicago first baseman
Leon Durham had a ground ball roll
between his legs with one out in the
seventh inning. The error allowed the
Padres to tie the game. San Diego
claimed the lead later in the inning
and went on to win the game.
Chicago's most recent claim to
shame has been nine straight playoff
losses since the turn of the century.

The 2003 NL championship began
the streak after the Cubs led the
Florida Marlins three games to one.
Florida came back to beat the Cubs
in three straight games. They were
swept by the Arizona Diamondbacks
last year and fell short (way short) to
the Dodgers last weekend.
The belief that the hex was
placed on the Cubs in 1954 is flawed
because it leaves out 46 years of
Cubs' underachievement. In 1908,
the Cubbies took down the Detroit
Tigers four games to one claiming
their second straight World Series
title over the Tigers, according to
the Associated Press. Since then,
Wrigleyville has seen seven more
World Series, all of which the club
lost and the most recent in 1945.
Say what you will about curses but I
sense some deep-rooted voodoo predating Sianis' goat. Seven straight
World Series losses may have been
where the Cubs' luck ran out.
Traditionally seven is both a sacred
digit and a lucky one. Losing seven
titles certainly implies that the Cubs
are both pagan and unlucky. Perhaps
the Lord God himself allowed the
Cubs seven chances to win and upon
their final failure allowed the curse of
Sianis' goat to fall upon Wrigley.
Whatever the cause may be, I am
certain that the Cubs lineup is too
talented to go without winning a
title. I agree with ESPN's Rick Reilly,
who said that many of them will win
a World Series, with another team.
As for us Cubs fans, we can still
take comfort in the fact that another
season is only six months away
and this year's troubles will be just
another chapter in the history books.
The curse cannot last forever. After
all, there is always next... century.

FOOTBALL

VOLLEYBALL
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"We knew this truly was a game that could have
been a bumpy road. I thought we got off to a real
good start," Rocco said. "We wanted to get off to
a fast start, and it was something that we talked
about all week long."
Later in the second quarter, Stony Brook had a
spark as they drove the ball 62 yards into Liberty
territory. However, a staunch defensive stand by the
Flames defense led to a field goal attempt which
curved wide left, keeping the Seawolves off the
scoreboard.
Liberty tacked on another touchdown in the
third quarter after a Stony Brook fumble as Jennings found the end zone on a 2-yard run. Later in
the third quarter, Liberty's offensive unit drove the
ball 82 yards and its lead to 30-0 after Bolden caught
a 4-yard touchdown reception from Smith.
The Flames tacked on a field goal in the fourth
quarter as many second string players saw playing
time in the route of Stony Brook. The defense continued its dominance, allowing no points and just
233 total yards.
Smith finished the game 14-0^20 for 136 yards as
he completed passes to nine different receivers.
"It's nice to get one win at a time and that's exactly what we're doing, taking it one step at a time,"
Smith said. "If we look forward we could play awful next week, we don't want to look past games.
We want to keep going and that's why we take it
one step at a time, so we can keep building momentum."
The Flames put their undefeated season on the
line next Saturday against Lafayette for parents'
weekend. Kickoff is scheduled for 3:30 p.m.

The Lady Flames had a
match-high hitting percentage of .387 during set three.
Setter Kallie Corbin shined
during set three with a hitting percentage of 1.000
along with four assists, five
kills, an ace and two blocks.
Webber had a hand in four of
the Lady Flames six blocks.
Scripko tallied up 13 kills
while sophomore Karyl Bacon finished with 13 digs. McCarty had a season high of
three aces and hit .316 with
nine kills.
Coach Shane Pinder said
the girls really controlled the
game and were able to match
the other team's energy. As
a whole, the Lady Flames
"make teams beat them."
"It was nice to take control at home and see a lot of
people step up," Jessica Nelson said.
Liberty moved up to a first
place tie in the Big South with
a 3-0 (25-9,25-17, 25-20) sweep
of UNC Asheville Saturday
afternoon. The Lady Flames
are now 6-0 in the conference
and tied with High Point for
first place.
The Lady Flames led 6-4 in
set one before Bacon stepped

Contact Chris Wong at
cdwong@liberty.edu.

SETTIN' IT UP — Freshman Courtney Boggs sets up a kill during Friday's win.
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Contact Drew Menard at
ajmenard@liberty.edu.

up to serve, sending Liberty
on a nine-consecutive point
surge. The Lady Flames
quickly put an end to the first
set with a 25-9 victory over
the Bulldogs.
Nelson contributed five
kills, while McCarty added
four of" her own during set
one.
The score was tied four
times early in set two, before
the Lady Flames took the lead
for good with four straight
points. Set two ended with a
25-17 victory for Liberty.
As a team, Liberty notched
four aces and five blocks.
Scripko had a hand in each,
with two aces and two
blocks.
Bacon started another ser
vice run in the third set that
helped the Lady Flames take
control of the Bulldogs. UNC
Asheville tried to comeback
with the score at 11-5 bringing it up to 22-19. Liberty did
not give up the lead, however,
and ended the match with a
25-20 victory in set three.
Bacon finished strong with
six kills, four digs and two
aces just in the third set.
Webber contributed four
kills of her own.
Nelson finished in the double digits with 11 kills and an
attack percentage of .348 and
nine digs. McCarty added
nine kills of her own and hit
.375 during the match.
Bacon and Webber each
had six kills, and Bacon had
the team best of 11 digs and
three aces.
Setter Kallie Corbin had a
match-high of 26 assists, nine
digs and three kills.
Coach Shane Pinder said
that it felt great to come
away with a win against Radford (last Tuesday) and play
at home with a great crowd.
Coach Pinder felt that everyone was focused and didn't
panic during the matches.
"It was really awesome
to get a win at home with a
great crowd," Chelaine McCarty said.
Karyl Bacon "can't wait to
take on High Point on Tuesday" and wants to encourage
as many fans as possible to
come to the showdown.
Liberty will face High
Point on Tuesday in a matchup of top Big South squads..
The match will be held in the
Nines Center at 7 p.m.
Contact Brittany Watson at
bawatson@liberty.
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Lady Flames snap losing
skid with first win of year
By Giselle Colbert
SPORTS REPORTER
The Liberty Lady Flames defeated
the UNC Asheville Bulldogs, 3-1 Saturday evening, earning their first victory of the season. The Lady Flames
move to 1-4 in the Big South and
1-10-1 overall.
Amy Oberlin starred in the contest, totaling two goals and an assist
in the first victory of the year for
head coach Jessica Celi and the Lady
Flames.
"The girls played well all season,
whether we win or lose as a team we
just leave it in the Lord's hands and
give all the praise to him," Coach Celi
said.
During the first 20 minutes of the
contest, Liberty managed just two
shots, both of which came off the
foot of Oberlin, who took advantage
of the rebound in the sixth minute
and shot again, forcing the bulldogs
goalkeeper Veronic Lazar to make a
diving save to keep the game scoreless.
In the 25th minute the Lady Flames
jumped out to a 1-0 advantage as
Oberlin sent a pass into the penalty
area for senior forward Ashley Braam,
who landed the ball in the back left
corner of the net for her first goal of
the season.
"I am proud of the way the team
handled themselves. The girls showed
control and sportsmanship, we continually pray that our control and
sportsmanship shows the other team
the love of Christ," Celi said.
The Lady Flames added to the lead
minutes later. Oberlin headed in a
corner kick by Maggie Woody into
the far side of the net for her third
goal of the season at 27:12 to give Liberty a lead of 2-0.
In the 39th minute, Flames goalkeeper Ashley Nyholt made her first

NEXT HOME GAME:

•

;

save of the night, saving a shot coming from the left side from 20 yards
out by Bulldog Kristina Montuori.
Liberty barely missed another
scoring opportunity as Oberlin once
again found space to make another
shot in the 45th minute, but the Bulldogs Lazar made another diving stop
to send the contest to intermission
with the Flames leading 2-0.
"UNC plays with kind of a feisty
touch, but I've learned that you can't
back down, no matter how much of a
lead we have, we always have to play*
as if it's zero to zero," senior defender
Brittany Tyson said.
Nyholt turned away consecutive
shots in the 55th and 57th minutes to
preserve the shutout.
Oberlin brought the Liberty advantage to 3-0 with her second goal
of the night in the 67th minute. She
picked up a loose ball in the midfield,
and with no Bulldog defender in
front of her, made a long run into the
12-yard box where she sank the shot
for her fourth goal of the season.
"We had a lot of communication in
this game, we helped our teammates
more in this game," Silvia Betancourt
said.
UNC-Asheville got on the scoreboard in the 76th minute. After a
foul, the Bulldogs were given a free
kick 25 yards out, and Juliana Duncan
kicked the ball in the left side of the
penalty area for Mary Kate Tucker,
who headed the ball into the top of
the Liberty net. The Flames defense
tightened up over the game's final 12
minutes and did not allow a shot to
preserve the 3-1 victory.
The Lady Flames head to Radford
on Wednesday for a Big South match
against the Highlanders at 7 p.m.
Contact Giselle Colbert at
gmcolbert@liberty.edu.

Saturday, Oct. 18 at 7 p.m. vs. Presbyterian
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College Time: 50% off all
entrees with student ID
Every Tuesday and Thursday
6 am -12 am
(with drink purchase)
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hopelessly lost before he meets the One who can save even
the most troubled soul. RIVEN is a novel that will remind you
that the love of God can transform even the hardest heart.
"Jerry Jenkins sets the standard."

Located on Fort Ave. next to CVS

IHOP is open 24/7

"Thoroughly moving..."

MAX LUCADO

CHUCK C0LS0N

Pastor and Best-selling author

Founder, Prison Fellowship

ome nea
Jenkins speak on
nctober 31 st 2008
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FALL FLICKS
In honor of the cooling temperatures and the color that is
beginning to appear across the mountains, the Champion staff
has carefully selected six movies that represent fall in some way.
Whether shivers induced from "The Village" inspire you to drag
out a warm sweater, or "Pocahontas"motivates a hike up to the
Peaks of Otter, we hope you enjoy these films.
OCTOBER SKY
Four high school boys inspired by the launch of Sputnik
attempt to build their own rocket and in the process bring new
life to a run-down mining community. One of Jake GyllanhaaPs
earliest, and possibly best, performances. Rated PG.
IT'S THE GREAT PUMPKIN, CHARLIE BROWNI
Charles Schultz's "Peanuts" give a classic performance in a
twist on Halloween festivities. Linus is convinced that the Great
Pumpkin will come to visit him in the pumpkin patch, Charlie

'......
A GREAT MOVIE,
n u r win \m. IN YOUR MFMORY 'ORFVTIT

» » It's The *
# Gre«t Pumpkin,
Char-He Brown *

Brown finds out that rocks are the reward for a badly cut ghost
costume and Snoopy fights the Red Baron. Just remember: the
Great Pumpkin only brings toys to good girls and boys. Just ask
Linus. Rated G.
DEAD POETS SOCIETY
Critically acclaimed for its emotionally- charged narrative,
this movie portrays the results of students who try to challenge
the stale traditions of their school teachers. In one of his best
performances, Robin Williams plays the catalytic role of the
inspirational literature instructor who pushes his students
to redefine the status quo. Great cinematography lends to a
thought-provoking experience. Rated PG.
POCAHONTAS
Here is a classic that deserves to be revisited. Disney's
fictionalized account of the first European settlers, and their
interactions with the resident Indians, is a fun-filled journey
with timeless characters like Meeko and Grandmother Willow.
Enjoy the colors of the wind as you sing along on another trip
"around the river bend." Rated G.

:M

THE VILLAGE
For those who enjoy thrills and suspense, M. Night Shyamalan
weaves a crooked tale of a community caught in a rickety pact
with the mysterious creatures that guard the forest around them,
and a young blind woman who searches for the truth. "The
Village" will keep viewers guessing until Shyamalan's trademark
twist of an ending reveals true reality. Starring Joaquin Phoenix
and Bryce Dallas Howard, this film won the ASCAP Award for
Top Box Office Films. Rated PG-13.
REMEMBER THE TITANS
Any movie with Denzel Washington headlining the action
hardly begs a recommendation, but this true tale of a community
struggling to overcome segregation centers on the uniting power
of a high school football team in 1971. With timeless themes and
genuine humor, "Titans" is easily one of the best sports movies
of the last 20 years. Also boasts one of the best soundtracks ever
compiled with classics from the seventies such as Cat Stevens's
"Peace Train." Rated PG.
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Energy drinks may not be conducive to good health
By Tina Clark
LIFE! REPORTER

Studies show that energy drinks
can be more harmful than helpful.
Many college students turn to energy
drinks for an extra boost of energy,
ignoring the possibly detrimental impact those drinks could have on their
health.
Energy drinks can cause an increase in heart rate and blood pressure while also negatively interacting
with medications.
"I would not recommend anyone
on blood pressure medication to
drink energy drinks," Dr. Richard
Lane of Light Medical said.
National Institutes of Health say
that some other risks associated with
energy drinks include nausea, vom-

iting, depression and sleep deprivation. «
Researchers at John Hopkins University have discovered that some
drinks contain up to 14 times the
amount of caffeine found in soda. The
amount also equals consuming seven
extra cups of strong coffee. The caffeine in an energy drink is reported to
make the body feel focused.
Laneexplained that around this
time of year students start to come
into Light Medical predicting they
may have mono because they have
been extremely tired. Students go
home for break and assume they will
feel better because they will have
time to catch up on their sleep.
"It's just not in our nature to do
that, American life is way too fastr
paced," Lane said.

He tells students fatigue is usually
from lack of sleep. Mid-semester is
generally the time when the workload of a college student begins to
pile up and without proper time
management, students begin to burn
themselves out. The burden of assignments and poor time-management skills often result in the use of
energy drinks to help with late night
study sessions.
"I only do it when I have a project due the next day," freshman Tim
Mannale said.
After sleep deprivation begins to
catch up with students and they turn
to energy drinks for a temporary ener
gy boost, Lane explains what students
are doing is compounding everything
they are feeling. Energy drinks contain stimulants, which bring you up

At Regent University, Preview Weekends are legendary. That's because those
who are considering a master's or doctoral degree are able to spend one^onone time with our faculty, chat with alumni and visit our beautiful campus in
Virginia Beach, Va. But they also discover something else: a connection to

and drop you back down, leaving you
feeling more drained than before you
drank it.
For more information on the hazards of energy drinks, visit screamingenergy.com.
Contact Tina Clark at
tclark2@liberty.edu.

• 51 percent of college students
consume at least one energy
drink per month
• Of the 51 percent, 29 percent
consume energy drinks weekly
• 19 percent reported heart
palpitations

MASTER'S • DOCTORAL
BUSINESS ' COMMUNICATION &THE ARTS
DIVINITY " EDUCATION • GOVERNMENT • LAW
LEADERSHIP ' PSYCHOLOGY & COUNSELING

others who share their calling to make life count, spiritually and professionally.
What really sets Regent apart is our mission to prepare capable men and

ON CAMPUS 'ONLINE

women to excel both in mind and spirit. Our students share a calling to make a
significant difference in our communities, our cities, our nation and our world.
Come begin your life-changing journey at Preview Weekend.

Call 800.373.5504 or visit www.regent.edu/preview.
•

REGENT
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Christian Leadership toCliange the Wodd
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